I Won’t Give Up
Advanced
Develope into leg hold layback/horizontal shoulder pass box over to R over
head/swing to back pass to R hand/ 2 turn catch L sway R arm/ thumb flip under R
fan-kick/ sway arms up and down/ swing L backhand reverse flash to back straddle
leap to front/ turn over L shoulder side layout/ blind swipe turn R/ butt whip flash
one turn with arms reverse halfback flip under R leg/ present to back/ two swings
to front one to back/ flash pass to R pose/ pass box-over turn L /horizontal 2 turn/
arabesque present/ reverse loops high/sweep the floor/ L arm present/ reverse loop
L leg hold/ forward loops turn toss under fan-kick catch L/ pass over head
horizontal turn to back layback/ back neck rolls/ taffy pulls / mouth-rolls/ present
waist-wrap/ forward allusion/ flash up toss roll/ box L on ground / raise up/ pose
down.

Bangarang
Advanced 2 and 3 Baton
Start with two batons pose, double baton toss, low two baton flip section, elbow
retraction roll, move to third baton, tick tocks, tick tocks, high toss into showers,
showers 16 counts, high toss with backhand flip, pull out elbow retraction rolls,
box toss into showers, dance section, showers into tick tocks low, flat tosses in a
circle, side juggles then move to the front, showers with back hand, pose

Respect
Advanced
Pose high, loop under bottom, elbow pop, bring it to back, loop under back, left
thumb flip catch right, neck wrap to back, pose up and down flash one spin
backscratcher pose up and down, flash with turn sit , neck wrap to back, thumb
flip pass behind back, two spin, pose low flips, flip catch on back, elbow layout,
fish tails, elbow layout, two elbow roll, pose, pose, toss cartwheel pull out flat, flat
taffy pole, dive, dive with spins, head whip pass at wrist, toss under leg flat, pull
out flat, toss illusion, low flip section, pose.

I’m on a Roll
Beginner 1/2 Baton
1. A’s (1-2) right hand up step out (3-4) left hand up in X (5-6) double arm (78) turn @
2. B’s *Hold beginning pose for 8 counts, then do same as above*.
3. (1-2) baton and left arm to left side (3-4) move baton across body (5-6) up
(7-8) down behind neck.
4. (1-4) cowboy and turn (5) left (6) right (7-8) taffy to hideaway.
5. A’s chasse to the left horizontal SBC chasse to right SBC.
6. (1-4) turn around (5-8) slice and pose.
7. B’s *Repeat steps 5-6 through step 8*
8. “”
9. (1-2) cradle (3-4) box (5-6) horizontal toss (7-8) needle thread.
10. (1-2) big swing front (3-4) big swing back (5-6) front (7-8) neck wrap.
11. (1-2) left hand loop up to head and pass (3-4) arm roll (5-6) flash (7-8)
elbow roll.
12. (1-4) move to second baton while twirling baton up (5-8) pick up second
baton.
13. 2 baton figure 8’s.
14. (1-4) right hand thumb toss (5-8) 2 baton figure 8’s.
15. (1-4) left hand back toss (5-8) 2 baton figure 8’s.
16. 2 baton figure 8’s while doing Lindy.
17. (1-4) loop batons to side (5-8) start swings.
18. (1-8) swings.
19. (1-2) pop batons to horizontal (3-8) horizontal figure 8’s.
20. (1-8) horizontal figure 8 with side step touches.
21. (1-8) horizontal figure 8. (1) step front with right and turn to back (3) hold
(5) turn to front and step right.
22. (1-2) box (3-8) toss, switch right baton to left
23. Horizontal to left side, loop vertical to right side, pose up.

Put Your Graffiti On Me
Beginner 3 baton
A’s
1-8

Showers , Pose to side

B’s
1-8

Showers, Pose to side

1-16 Showers
1-8 Batons to side move body back and forth between batons
1-8 Box
1-12 Showers
1-4 point baton to front, push turn
Collect and hit beginning pose
1-16 Due parts A and B again
1-16 left figure 8’s with juggles in right hand
1-8 Cuties back kick turn, prepare for back handed box
1-8 back handed box
1-8 Left figure 8’s
Shampoo arm into turn
pose

Back In Time
Beginner
1. (1-4) hold beginning pose (5-8) turn over right shoulder, pose body toward left,
left arm out, right leg popped
2. (1-8) Swings
3. (1-4) swings end with neck pass (5-8) pass back, flash front
4. (1-2) chasse’ to right (3-4) flash back, right leg to ankle (5-6) chasse’ to left (78) flip toss, left hand on hip
5. (1-2) flash (3-4) pass behind knees to left hand (5-6) flash with left hand up to
right above head (7) clean to side (8) pop right knee
6. (1) bring left hand to “1” (2-8) horizontal sling around, turn in circle to front,
neck wrap, bring baton to hideaway.
7. A’s (1-4) left, right, together, up (1-2) feet apart (3-4) feet together
B’s (5-8) “Same as above”
8. (1-4) horizontal flat spins while turning in a circle, left hand on hip
(5-8) (5) face front (6) baton to left hip, left foot popped on heel (7-8) bring
baton behind head
9. (1-2) knees left, right (3-4) jump out, then in (5-6) right foot back, bring baton
out from behind (7-8) bring feet together, baton to hideaway
10. (1-4) horizontal box toss (5-8) slice and shake
11. Repeat A & B section #7

12. Repeat #8
13. Repeat horizontal toss #10
14. Sling baton around while spinning push baton down and bring baton behind
head and pose!

Dance Again
Beginner
1. (1-4) feet apart head down, thumb flip, swing left arm over while bringing
left foot in
(5-8) right back hand toss, swing left arm back to left side, bring left foot out
2. (1-4) up right then left, down right then left (5-8) up then down
3. (1-2) both arms to left, left foot out (3-4)right foot crossed over left, slice
right arm to “T” position (5-6) hands down, left foot out (7-8) roll head
4. (1-4) flash (5-8) toss, jump to “X” catch and clean down
5. (1-8) reverse loop in right hand, flash to the left and circle all the way
around back to “T”, loop in to chest and loop out doing a forward figure 8
6. (1-2) flash front (3-4) flash back with left hand over heart (5-6) hips to left,
hips to right while doing a loop overhead (7-8) thumb toss, left hand straight
down to side
7. (1-2) stick baton flash (3-4) half revolution flip to left side (5-8) flash front
8. (1-2) sling to front in right lunge (3-4) turn over left shoulder loop at neck ,
face right side (5-8) baseball swings
9. (1-8) big swing, little swing, big swing, stop baton at left side straight up and
flip
10. (1-2) turn body to right side and flash (3-4) step right, pop left, thumb flip to
left hand (5-8) loop baton up and pass overhead to right hand
11. (1-4) figure 8’s slowly down while walking back (5-6) place baton on left
hip and face front and pose (7-8) “T” position to back
12. (1-4) slice up and down (5-8) step left and turn to face front
13. (1-8) horizontal flat spins with box to left, middle, right
14. (1-4) horizontal taffy pull while turning in a circle (5-8) tornado
15. (1-2) hold batons both ends up (3-4) down on shoulders, left foot behind
right (5-6) push baton up and airplane over right shoulder, stick baton) (7-8)
loop in, loop out
Repeat #6-#11

Heartache Tonight
Beginner
A’s twist pop up
B’s twist pop up
Clap up/clap down
Flash toss arm circle
Flash into figure eights up for eight/ down for eight
Chasse to R then L with flashes
Swing front, back, front, around neck, open hand toss
Chasse to R then L with horizontal circles
Charleston dance for two eights
Horizontal pushes to each side
Horizontal toss needle and thread around
Repeat from very beginning to chasse R then L with horizontal circles
Around the world
Pose (L arm up R down at diagonal to L)

Teenage Dream
Beginner/Intermediate
1. A’s (1-4) face back, snap with left hand
(5-8) flash baton over, kick
right leg and face front, batons in low V while doing figure 8’s
2. B’s “Same as above”
3. (1-8) step touch with snap starting to left
4. (1-4) flash up to high V right arm only (5-8) swing left arm to high V
5. (1-4) flash up to high V both arms (5-8) thumb toss
6. (1-4) circle arms down with a bow stick baton (5-8) circle arms up stick
baton
7. (1-6) flash to right side, left arm at head, figure 8’s (7-8) pass behind
8. (1-6) baton in left hand, figure 8’s to left side, right arm at head (7-8) pass
up
9. (1-8) flash toss with pose underneath
10. (1-8) point and slice batons down from left side and pose
11. (1-8) big swing, little swing with knees bent, big swing, pass under arm
12. (1-8) flash to back with left hand and pass to right, then flash to front
13. (1-4) step out with left foot, left hand to heart, and roll head (5-8) drop
down, feet together, arms by side
14. (1-4) step out left foot, point out with left hand
(5) right arm up, feet apart
(6) right arm down, left arm straight out, right leg crossed in front of right
(7) both arms up, step out with left foot so feet are apart
(8) fall down, pop right leg
15. (1-4) toss right to left, with bounce, bring left foot back (5-8) loop up with
left, pass to right
16. (1-2) sweep to back with stick baton, left hand over heart (3-4) double arm
swing front (5-6) double arm swing back (7-8) open to front and slice
17. (1-4) step front with left foot and turn to back (5-8) place left hand on hip
and turn and face head to front while left leg popped
18. (1-4) place baton in hideaway and turn back to front (5-8) horizontal box
toss, slice out
19. (1-4) elbow roll extension, left leg out , right arm goes to hip (5-6) loop in to
pass to right hand (7-8) pop out into an “X” position

20. (1-4) bend arm down behind head, swoop arm with baton in front of face, go
to “T” position
(5-8) step back with left foot, take baton to left hip facing back, face front
“T” position
21. (1-2) right thumb flip to left hand (3-4) face back, left thumb flip to right
hand, (5-8) back catch
22. (1-8) flash front, flash side, flash front, clean with hand on side
Repeat 7- 14 (only do counts 1-4 of eight count 14) (end with (1-4) step out left
foot, point out with left hand)

What Makes You Beautiful
Beginner/Intermediate
1. A’s (1-2) pose (3-4) shake (5-8) loop to back, pass to front and
cradle
2. B’s *same as above in step 1*
3. Chasse to right, double hand spin to left, pass behind
4. Flash forward – flash back
5. Texas spin w/ passe – flash swings at sides
6. Big swing pass under arm/flip to back
7. Flash thumb flip, flash out
8. “jam” / ”beautiful”
9. Head scratcher – elbow roll and push
10.

Up – downs and over to the back

11.

(1-2) push out and change to front (3-4) *repeat* (5-6) shake
(7-8) shake

12.

Drop pass and passe, push to left and frame face, lean right
and turn

13.

Jump “tornado”, change feet

14.

Fake neck-wrap, lean and pass behind back

15.

Drop catch/ box toss/ “needle” and thread

16.

Repeat 5-8 and pose *SMILE*

What I like about you
Intermediate/Advanced 2 Baton
1-8 Group A pose back hand toss turn around pose, Group B 8 repeat, back hand
toss thumb toss elbow pass, turn around pose, 8-step ball changes with flips, 8
repeat pull out baton flat, 8 finger twirls,8 flat wrist twirl in circle, flat one spin,
dive flat section right thumb flip, dive turning around pull out flat. 8-flash keep
turning with fan, turn around pose, point to partner during the you and me, baseball
whips to the side 2 8 counts, turn in a circle to side, pull through, flash up to the
front from back, 8 flash left, flash right, 8 thumb flip left, thumb flip right, flash
jump, elbow layout right, elbow layout right, repeat from opening until finger
section. 

We Found Love
Intermediate/Advanced
1-4 Big Ta-Da
5-8 High loop to back with turn
1-4 Little loop over left shoulder, little loop to back, little loop over right shoulder
5-8 Repeat (Little loop over left shoulder, little loop to back, little loop over right
shoulder)
1-6 Little loop over right shoulder to side end up, roll over arm down (all facing
right side)
7-8 Pull up
1-2 Toss with right arm doing shampoo
3-4 Pass above head
5-6 Flash with arm circle to back
7-8 Flash to front
1-3 Toss spin catch left
4 Flash over head with pass
5-6-7 Double elbow
8 Pass above head
1-8, 1-4 Finger comb (to the right with step dig, to front with chasse, step dig to
left side, to front with chasse, to right with step dig, to front with chasse)
8 Pass above head
1-2 Double arm roll
3-4 Pass above head
5-8, 1-8 Figure 8’s with turns to right moving, Shot arms straight up, Stick drop
down switching arms (right arm starts up and ends down, left arm starts down and
ends up)
1-32 Low little whips with bent knees moving forward, Straight up high head loop,
Low little whips with bent knees moving forward, Straight up high head loop, High
loop to back turning, Vertical Neck wrap to back turning, High flash to back
turning, Low little whips bent knees, High loop straight up, Low little whips bent
knees, High loops straight up, Low little whips bent knees, High loops straight up,
Flip, shoot back over arm, Flash-pass above head (goes with music)
1-4 Low flip to Left side left arm straight up to side
5-8 Low flip catch under leg facing left
1-4 Low flip turning to back
5-8 Low flip catch backhanded in squat
1-3 Turn around with flat pass to back
4-8 Dives turn
1-3 Dives toss

4-8 Right dive, Waist wrap
1-4 Dive turn
5-8 Toss spin
Repeat
1-4 Little loop over left shoulder, little loop to back, little loop over right shoulder
5-8 Repeat (Little loop over left shoulder, little loop to back, little loop over right
shoulder)
1-6 Little loop over right shoulder to side end up, roll over arm down (all facing
right side)
7-8 Pull up
1-2 Toss with right arm doing shampoo
3-4 Pass above head
5-6 Flash with arm circle to back
7-8 Flash to front
1-3 Toss spin catch left
4 Flash over head with pass
5-6-7 Double elbow
8 Pass above head
1-8 finger comb (only right and center parts)
1-32 Low little whips with bent knees moving forward, Straight up high head loop,
Low little whips with bent knees moving forward, Straight up high head loop, High
loop to back turning, Vertical Neck wrap to back turning, High flash to back
turning, Low little whips bent knees, High loop straight up, Low little whips bent
knees, High loops straight up, Low little whips bent knees, High loops straight up,
Flip, shoot back over arm, Flash-pass above head (goes with music)
pose

Ain’t Nothing Wrong with That
Intermediate
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A’s swing section. Loop front, little loop back, big loop and turn front.
Double arm loop behind head with body dip
B’s
“ B’s “
Split fingers
Spilt fingers to back, slice up to “T”
Horizontal box toss with slice afterwards
1-4 horizontal sling to left hip 5-8 horizontal sling to right side, left hip, let
baton roll down left arm.
9. 1-4 horizontal box, left hand, left foot back, 5-8 pass behind knees
10. A’s baton in right hand, sling overhead while stepping back with left foot,
neck wrap, horizontal box while lunging to the left, go to hideaway
11. B’s “ SAME as above”
12. A’s horizontal finger twirls
13. B’s horizontal finger twirls
14. Come to hideaway and turn in circle
15. Grab ends and slide to start pose
REPEAT 1-6 (end in “T” position facing back)

All Night Long
Intermediate
1. (1-4) hold pose to back, hand over head (5-6) roll wrist (7-8) left hand down,
then right
2. (1-4) turn (5-8) A’s right arm, left arm
3. (1-4) B’s right arm, left arm (5-8) A’s arms out, down, around head, go
down, legs together, knees bent
4. (1-4) B’s “ SAME “ (5-8) everyone jump feet out, slice baton out
5. (1-8) flash front, flash left side, flash front, back scratch around
6. (1-4) flash front, flash right (5-8) toss “X”
7. (1-8) A’s left arm to right shoulder, left shoulder, right thumb flip to left,
left arm up and loop behind head, turn to left side
8. B’s “SAME as above”
9. (1-4) “T”, take baton to left, loop out to “T” while left arm wraps around
head (5-6) big loop (7-8) loop by neck while turning in circle
10. (1-4) loop baton and flip under elbow , catch left (5-6) turn back, thumb flip
to right (7-8) loop up above head
11. A’s (1-2) push to right side with left hand (3-4) big loop (5-6) neck pass (78) loop up above head
12. B’s “SAME as above”
13. (1-4) flash down (5-8) cradle baton, shake hips and head left then right
14. (1-8) finger twirls (5) turn back (7-8) slice to “T”
15. (1-8) horizontal box toss, slice out
16. (1-4) horizontal swings, pass behind neck to left (5-8) box overhead, pass
behind back
Repeat 5-14

Domino
Intermediate
1. Side pose (5-6) kick and look (7-8) pop
2. Flash over (5-6) kick and look (7-8) pop
3. (1-4) Pure gold/head scratch – (7-8) “explode”
4. (1-2) Ding flash front and back chasse
5. (1-2) Pop and pass, flash and pass to right (snaps)
6. Push back, flash over chasse, step L/R
7. Swing to right, up over head and under leg
8. Flash 1-turn (7-8) up down
9. Stacey’s walk (shoulders back/forward, over head and up)
10. Reverse can to floor/roll down 7-8
11. Reverse fan to ground (B start on 5), (5-6) knees on neck-wrap
12. Box with right leg out, pass behind the back, hold down
13. Step up, pop left leg, baton over head
14. Hips left-right-up-down reverse skater spin

